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A walk down memory lane
• Ambulatory Clinics & Surgery Centers
• Regional, rural outreach
• Primary, Specialty, Outpatient Surgery
• Program management
• Business development 
• Strategic, operational, and fiscal planning
• Pivotal career choices

– seek challenges that provide growth
– take steps back to gain experience
– asking for a mentor



When we say Patient 
Experience

What do our teams hear?
- Patient Surveys
- I can’t make a difference
- The patient is complaining
- Difficult patient & family / frequent flyers
- Another quality project
- More work...flavor of the month/week



When we say Patient 
Experience

What do leaders hear?
- Patient Surveys 

- Press Ganey, HHCAHPS, Self Administered
- do satisfied patients ever fill them out?

- Patient Complaints
- Patient clinical outcomes
- Physician & staff frustration
- More work, flavor of the week/day



Think Outside The Box…
• Traditional patient experience programs
• Is patient experience part of your decision making 

process?
• Remember, patients come second
• Think of how often we survey patients, but haven’t 

done the work behind the scene to build the 
structure needed to support a healthy team culture

PAUL, S. B. (2018). PATIENTS COME SECOND: Leading change by changing the way 
you lead. Place of publication not identified: INC ORIGINAL.
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Highlights
1. Engaging emergent leaders

- think differently about delegation
2.  Engage key stakeholders

- understand that you probably are not  
one of them

3. Commit to transparency
- this is more than posting data on a 

bulletin board



Delegation vs. 
Education



Education leads 
to Independent 

teams

▪ Viewing delegation as 
“assigning a task” 
leads to failure

▪ Education allows 
emergent leaders to 
anticipate the needs 
of the team, patient, 
and organization
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Delegation vs. 
Education

What can we do better?

•Educate engaged team members 
to act independently before you 
need to delegate tasks

•Combine and influence positive 
skills that allow your team 
members to confidently implement 
your mentorship

•Trust them and explain the value in 
their decisions  



Engaging Key Stakeholders



Engaging Key 
Stakeholders

1. Identify Stakeholders
2. Supply data resources
3. Reevaluate stakeholders 
4. Develop & empower 

frontline stakeholders 
5. Provide ownership



Planning 
1. Identify Key Stakeholders

a. Level Up vs. Top Down 
i. you most likely are NOT a key stakeholder, you are the coach
ii. those impacted directly by the work & outcomes

2. Supply data resources & teach them to interpret the data
a. Supply data after you have approved the work 
b. Allow key stakeholders to prioritize the work

3. Reevaluate stakeholders based on their interpretation of the data
a. Identify a strong leader / facilitator 

4. Develop & empower frontline stakeholders 
i. communicate & reevaluate goals / expectations often
ii. autonomy in decision making
iii. support to fail

5. Allow the stakeholders to own the work and share outcomes
a. advocate for the stakeholders, or a representative, to share outcomes & 

suggestions
6.  Show gratitude & appreciation in the moment



GROW Framework for 
Performance Coaching

Goal
- what do we want?

Reality
- where are we now?

Options
- what will we do?  

Will
- what could we do?

Coaching for Performance, 5th Edition
(c) 2017 The Estate of Sir John Whitmore and Performance Consultants International



Transparent Leadership -
 Impact on teams & patient 

experience



TRANSPARENCY 
& CULTURE
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1. Transparency is more 
than data

2. Talk to your teams 
about expectations

3. Care about team 
members



Transparent leadership and the 
impact on team culture

1. Transparency is more than data
a. It is more than posting a spreadsheet in the break room
b. Be purposeful & transparent in your communication
c. Share your “WHY” with your leaders and teams

2. Talk to your teams and share expectations
a. This means hold them accountable to those expectations
b. Understand how they view expectations

3. Care about them
a. Be humble, never forget like you - our teams are people, 

patients, community members.  You have to care about 
them personally, even the low performers

b. LISTEN



Transparent leadership and the 
impact on team culture (2)

4. Increased understanding & trust in top down decisions that can’t 
be negotiated (such as response to Covid-19 planning, regulatory, 
accreditation, etc)
5. Increased frontline innovation & engagement
6. Increase in ownership of patient safety events & resolution 



Transparent leadership and the 
impact on patient experience

1. Increased awareness and understanding of patient safety & 
outcomes

2. Decrease delay in response time to patient & family
3. Change in patient expectations regarding wait times, access to 

appointments, overall intent from the care team
4. Creates mutual trust in care team decisions involving medical care
5. Brand recognition - patients will begin to equate your organization 

outcomes with “better care” as they research their options

** For the sake of acknowledgement, it is worth noting that oftentimes data 
correlates to decreased patient experience scores when access is limited for 
transparency in costs of healthcare & access to patient medical records and 
personal data



WHY
(We Help You)



When your world collides with the 
healthcare system

When our teams forget our WHY (we help you) & the patient experience:
- A loved one is referred to as the “John Doe head injury” instead of his 

name
- Several hand off errors, including medication errors
- A wife sleeping in a storage closet, because a repeat Covid test 

wasn’t resulted or communicated to the family 
- Lack of frontline staff ability to problem solve 

- Statements of “I don’t know, I’m just a nurse”



When your world collides with the 
healthcare system

When we remember our WHY (we help you) & the patient experience
- A ICU Nurse called a family member at 2am to share follow up lab 

results that she knew were a priority (she also made amazing 
spritzers!)

- An Occupational Therapist listened when she couldn’t understand 
why a family couldn’t read her notes in the patient portal.  She called 
to walk thru it after her shift (turns out when a student documents, 
the patient can’t see the chart)

- A Registrar called his supervisor to urgently come assist for an error 
in merging that  “John Doe” patient account.  That same Registrar 
called 3 days later to make sure it was resolved



Grace
Grit

Resilience
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